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BEE WORKSHOP MINUTES 

 

Wednesday, 7 October 2020 

 
 
10:15 - 12:00 
 
Board Management  
 
Participants’ list: 
 

Brandon Cheliotis (BC) 
Mathieu Verhelst (MV)(Chair) 
Yordan Kyurkchiyski (YK) (Secretary) 
Yoana Ivanova (YI) (Director for ELSA Spirit) 
Louka Lacroix (LL) 
Sara Profeti (SP) 
Ruben Van Loon (RL) 
Anais Lebleu (AL) 
Axel De Hoon (AH) 
Melissa Sokoli (MS) 
Océane Dieu (OD) 
Loïc Ponnet (LP) 
Nathalie De Kelver (NK) 
Evelyne Van Osta (EO) 
Julia Mierzwinska (JM) 
 
 

ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Antwerp 
ELSA Brussels 
ELSA Gent 
ELSA Gent 
ELSA Hasselt 
ELSA Leuven 
ELSA Louvain la Neuve 
 

BC presents an introduction.  
 
YI presents the Workshop rules. 
 
Chair opens the workshop at 10:30. 
 
Participants present themselves. 
 
BC holds the presentation on Board Management 
 
BC: What is the level of leadership you have reached with your Board and what is the level you aspire to 
achieve according to the options presented? 
 
ELSA Louvain la Neuve: I would say I have reached level 5 (pinnacle), because it was really important 
for me to check with my Board Members on whether they are good with the projects that we perform. I 
also think that they follow me for more than my position. 
 
ELSA Gent (LP) I would also say level 5, because the people who joined our organisation were really 
feeling as if they are a part of something special. We feel like a family and people do not follow us just 
because they have to. 
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ELSA Gent (OD): I have to disagree. I think we are currently at 3 (production), but we aspire to be a 5. 
 
ELSA Leuven: I am a 4 (people development), but I aspire to be a 5. I think it is hard to know everyone 
on the Board from now on, because many people are new. However, I think I support them. 
 
BC: It takes some time with people you don’t know. 
 
ELSA Antwerp: In my Board it depends, because we are 18. For some I am a 1(position), and for others 
a 3 or 5.  I hope to be a 5 at the end of the year, though 
 
BC: I think at the end of the year it is usually a 5,. 
 
ELSA Brussels: For me it would be the same as Axel. For some I am between 4-5. For others I am a 3, 
because they know what I have done, but they are still not sure. Sometimes I may be a dictator, for example 
when I have stubborn personalities in my Board. I hope to reach a 5 with everyone on my Board at the 
end. 
 
BC: We are not in a corporation, where getting a 5 might not be the ultimate goal. In ELSA it's different - 
it is really important to create bonds. We need to try to support each other and our Local Groups. 
Sometimes there are tough times, but we need to let the ELSA Spirit be on top always and act in good faith. 
It is very very important. Louka, since you are in a leadership position with your Assistants, what would 
you say is your level. 
 
LL: I would say at least 1. But maybe even two, because I have already seen their motivation. I might be 
even at 3, because of my work for ELSA. 
 
ELSA Hasselt: I think I am a 3 or 4. I can’t choose. Maybe 3, because there are some new Board Members, 
but everyone is respecting me, so I hope I will grow to a 5 by the end of the year. 
 
BC: Yoana, how about you as a Director for External Relations. 
 
YI: I would give myself a 2, because I am new and people still don’t know me. But I hope to achieve at 
least a 4 at the end of the year. 
 
YK: I would say a 2, similarly to Yoana, as I am new to the Board, nobody knows me and that creates trust 
issues. I hope to be a 4 by the end of the year. In IM and BEE it is especially important to have a high level 
of leadership, because of the need for people to respect certain elements. Being able to trust and follow 
someone makes things a lot easier. 
 
Chair: I would give a 2 to my Director, because she does not really know me yet and she is new. I think 
because of the meetings that we have had, I would say at least a 2, because she follows me by her own will. 
I think amongst the MCCers in Belgium, it would be a 3, because of what I have done. It depends on the 
people. 
 
BC: For me it depends on the people too - amongst 3,4,5. I hope to achieve a 5 at the end of the year. 
Some know me because I was the Secretary General last year. In the end, it really depends on who. 
 
BC continues the presentation. 
 
BC: How long do you Board Meetings last? I always find it very important to stay completely transparent 
and have discussions together on the most important matters during board meetings. 
 
BC continues the presentation. 
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ELSA Louvain la Neuve: I think I have to talk with my Secretary General about it, but I think we have 
to do our General Assembly mid-November and the NCM is after? 
 
ELSA Brussels: This year the NCM is very late, because the ICM is also late. We had to postpone 
everything, but usually it is the end of October or start of November. 
 
ELSA Louvain la Neuve: It is not a problem, I just want to follow your guidelines. 
 
BC: Do not worry too much about it. The general idea is that it is important because we are going to talk 
about statutory amendments later too. 
 
ELSA Antwerp: Is the date for the NCM already known? 
 
ELSA Brussels: It should be between the 27th - 29th November, so lock that weekend. The debate on 
physical - online was almost 50/50, but after discussion with the Board, we decided to try to make it 
physical. We gave ourselves a deadline to check whether we can get insurance for annulation. If we do not 
get it, we would not do it physically. We want to try to do it in person in all circumstances, because the 
experience is really different. Eva from our Board attended KAM online and said it was not that good. We 
would keep you updated. I can tell you if it is physical or online by the end of this month (October), if this 
is okay with ELSA Belgium? 
 
BC: I would say that based on my experience, the end of October is too late. Danny what do you think? 
 
YK: I think NCM at the above dates would be fine as long as it is at the end of this month. 
 
BC: Mostly it depends on the deadline for the working materials issue as well as the State of the Network 
That is most important.  
 
YK: I would need to double-check and by the end of this week I’ll tell you if it is fine on our end. It should 
be fine and we can start making materials even without knowing whether it will be in person or online. 
 
BC ends the first part of the first workshop at 11:37 and opens the second part at 11:38. 
 
BC presents an introduction for the second part. 
 
BC: I am going to distribute Board riddles amongst yourselves - all from my experience within ELSA and 
from what I’ve heard from abroad. I will divide you into groups to solve them and then you can send your 
solutions to Danny for them to be incorporated into the Minutes. Everyone will be separated into Groups 
of two. We have 7 Groups. 
 
Group 1 (JM and YI) present their Riddle. 
 

Riddle 8. Your Board Member unilaterally changes an event name to ‘Corona Time’ because it’s 
funny. What do you do? 
 
As a first response, talk to the marketing department to change it. Then, have a private conversation with 
him about his behaviour. Will not make such a big deal out of it, but will make sure he understands how 
this can harm the image of our Local Group. Afterwards, let the Board know of the incident, but make 
sure they do not shun out the guilty Board Member.  
 
For the long term, I would find out how the Board Member (if it is not the Marketeer) got access to the 
event page/social media account and prevent it from happening again.  
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The action would also be determined by whether this is the first/second offence by the Board Member. 
In case of the latter, have a more serious Board discussion.  

 
BC: Any additional comments? Anything you would like to add. 
 
ELSA Brussels: I would add if other Local Groups are involved, talk to them and present excuses.  
 
Group 2 (LP and YK) present their Riddle. 
 

Riddle 19. Your board member has missed a deadline for submitting a request for funds (from 
your university/ a potential partner), resulting in your board having no money to carry out the 
planned events. How do you proceed? 
 
§  Step 1: Where did it go wrong? Have a chat with the Board Member. Discuss potential solutions. 
 
§  Step 2: What is your relation to the institution (partner or university) 
 
§  Step 3: Formulate your approach based on the previous step 
 
§  Step 4: Apologise for the delay, nonetheless ask whether it is still possible to submit your request (in 
dutch: een nee heb je, een ja kan je krijgen) 
 
§  Step 5: supervise your Board Member, while he deals with the request 
 
§  Step 6: If they say yes, proceed with it. If they say no, cut expenses and apologise a second time and 
state that you would still like to work with them in the future. 

 
BC: Don’t you think apologising a second time seems desperate? 
 
ELSA Gent (LP): Maybe yes. 
 
BC: I really like the approach though. Anyone would like to add anything. 
 
SP: Yes. This is the approach we used in Maastricht before - maybe in the future install two people who 
are in charge of the request, so that they can supervise each other. 
 
Group 3 (OD and MV) presents their Riddle 
 

Riddle 14. Your board member has recruited a team of directors but he/she is not good at 
delegating work. The board member is falling behind deadlines, while the directors have not 
been assigned any tasks. What do you do? 
 
Talking to the Board Member and Directors separately and trying to find the (underlying) problems. 
Once those problems have been discussed, putting them in the same room, to create a safe space for 
conversation. This conversation between BM & Directors can be led by another BM who acts as 
mediator. Look what the BM & Directors come up with as a solution by themselves. If no solution is 
put forward by the BM & Directors, it should be discussed during a board meeting and the board 
should come up with a solution. 
The ELSA Belgium coach could be used as a mediator.  
  
If there seems to be an underlying personal problem, look whether the BM can be helped. If the BM 
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cannot be helped, because the problem is too personal, find another Director who can take over the 
work for a certain time.  

 
Group 4 (RL and BC) present their Riddle.  
 

Riddle 11. Your board member has repeatedly ignored national/international regulations, 
resulting in sanctions and bad image. What do you do? 
 
Talk, figure out why.  
 

● Purposely: explain why regulations are in place, and why sanctions exist on the matter. He needs 
to know that he is personally responsible, he will be held responsible during the next local council 
meeting (during the relief of responsibility) 
 

● Not on purpose: explain but insist less on the responsibility aspect  
 
Mediation with ELSA Belgium and ELSA International to find a solution.  
 
Discuss with ELSA Belgium and Local Groups (if sanctions resolved, mention in all cases). 

● Intent to disobey regulations: distance yourself by saying that you do not condone such 
behaviour 
 

● No intent to disobey regulations: explain difficulty following multitude of regulations 
 
Take the results from discussions to a private conversation with the board member in question and then 
the entire Board (depending on the severity of rule breaking adapt your tone) 

● Not on purpose : mild tone, keep on team 
 

● Purpose: take decision as a team, have discussion with entire Board to take adequate personal 
sanctions  

 
BC: Something I would like to add. Of course it depends whether the person did it purposefully or not. If 
they did it purposefully, it is simply “bad faith”. 
 
LL: Maybe it is possible the person made an error too. 
 
BC: Yes, I was going to that. If it is bad faith, it implies sanctions (e.g. 3000 euros for Institutional Visits). 
Sanctions scare off the person who committed the mistake, because they could be held personally liable at 
the next Local Council Meeting. If it was not done on purpose, it is possibly that there was a bad transition. 
On a personal note, I had to figure out a lot on my own last year, because I did not have a good transition. 
The intent is important. The rest would be just control measures. It is understandable that we make 
mistakes. Some of us even have “loose cannon” Board Members and we have to make sure that they always 
comply with regulations. After that we also need to try to mediate the situation, regardless of whether they 
did it on purpose or not . Do not forget to mention that once the issue is solved that it would not happen 
again, because then it reflects on you as a President.  
 
YI: Most of the time, it happens because of absence of knowledge, so that is a very good document to 
engage the resources from ELSA International - coaching and training.  
 
BC: That would be the main approach. If anyone wants to add something, do not hesitate to speak up. 
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Group 5 (AH and LL) present their Riddle. 
 

Riddle 15. Your board member has been delegating all of the work to his/her directors, leaving 
them with close to no supervision/help. What do you do?  
 
Call the board member => see what they have to say:  

● Step 1 : Everything is alright and under control -> then explain the problem and ask if the 
board member can make sure to supervise his team better because they need it (reminder: you 
are their leader) 

● Step 2 : If he says that he has too much work, pressure, personal problems, internal team 
problem that isn’t solving itself, or in general you feel like he is losing control etc => organise 
a call with all the team (or the ones that can be available asap => doodle) => figure out what 
the problem is => try to see how it can be solved (negotiation, emotion management, etc) => 
solve the issue and make sure that they go on to reach their objectives with enough necessary 
supervision 

● Step 3 : After all this: 
○ if problem solved: follow up a couple days later to verify if things are going as planned  

=> if the problem reoccurs: start over ( Step 2) or if the situation worsens, see next 
part). 

○ if the problem can’t be solved:  
■ the problem lies with the Board member -> board meeting   

● you find another board member to replace him (maybe one of the 
directors -> deputy board member)  

● you explain the problem to him/her and make sure he/she 
understands and is understood -> then you give him/her a second 
chance => follow up a couple days/weeks later 

■ the problem lies with a director/assistant -> meeting with the AA team  
● you find another director/assistants to replace him (maybe one of the 

directors/assistants -> can replace the problematic director/assistant)  
● you explain the problem to him/her and make sure he/she 

understands and is understood -> then you give him/her a second 
chance => follow up a couple days/weeks later 

 
 
 
BC: I like the approach, because it is not only correct, but also very supportive. Board Members often have 
personal issues and we need to support them. That is the best solution in the long-term. 
 
Chair: Also as you said, some people join ELSA only for the CV. If Directors are more Active and complain 
to you, you need to talk to the Board Member. If after the conversation, they are still not improving, you 
have to make a hard decision to let them go.  Sometimes this is the better decision for the Board as a whole. 
 
ELSA Antwerp: I really like your position. I always try to manage the problem on a low scale - figuring it 
out in a small Group. If the problem reoccurs, maybe gather a Board meeting to see what the Board’s 
opinion is.  
 
LL: This is why we included the two possibilities of making a hard or soft call. Finding the best Director 
for a Deputy is also good. 
 
BC: Thank you very much everyone for your input on this one. 
 
Group 6 (MS and SP) present their Riddle. 
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Riddle 6. Your deputy board member finds out that the position she wasn’t elected for at the 
previous local council meeting was due to the fact that the previous board messed with the 
votes. What do you do ? 
 
1, Talk with the current Board and the two people involved (the elected Board Member and the 
Deputy) and see how everyone feels about the situation – investigate whether the elected one knew that 
the previous Board messed with the votes or was involved with these maneuvers (if the person is not in 
good faith, the GA will decide on a possible destitution of the elected Board Member)  
 
2. Ask the Deputy Board Member if he or she feels comfortable with her “Deputy position” or if 
he/she would rather sit in the original position that he or she was supposed to be elected for  
 
3. If he or she says I want my original position, call for a new GA and propose the following solutions : 
co-VP, re-voting for the position, or making the Deputy a vp (after a re-vote) and then creating a 
Director position for the elected one (so that the elected person still feels involved and satisfied with 
the solution)  

 
 
ELSA Antwerp: I was thinking who could be the neutral third parties. Everybody in a Board is usually 
taking a position. I think ELSA Belgium could play a key role as this neutral third party for the next vote.  
 
LL: Two questions: First how do you know if the person is in bad faith? Do you follow the principle that 
“good faith is always presumed”? If you don’t, how do you proceed. Second question - when you call the 
GA, how transparent are you about the situation. Do you tell everyone about the faked election and the 
assistance from the previous Board? Would that not 
 
SP: For the first question - it is a conversation between two humans. You can check from the context. For 
the second answer, the current Board would be doing an effort to be transparent, so that is not problematic. 
 
LL: What if the person gets reelected - he participated in the previous Board? 
 
ELSA Brussels: First to answer the first question - there is already some proof from finding out about the 
rigged election. We are not going to do a full in investigation - we are not the police. For the second question 
- if someone gets reelected? 
 
LL: I still expose it to the GA and they can be reelected. 
 
BC: I agree, but I would have done it differently. For starters, I would presume good faith in all cases and 
not tell the Deputy to presume any bad faith. Otherwise Board relations would be destroyed. Afterwards, 
you would seek to hold the previous Board accountable. You need to be transparent, but make sure the 
Deputy does not spread these types of situations around. Make them sign an NDA, because they do not 
hold the administrator’s duty of confidentiality when they become a deputy. Danny and I are going to even 
create Board Member guidelines. NDAs might seem harsh, but they cover issues. 
LL: For the good faith presumed, I think it is the best idea - I think the person would never tell you anyway. 
Secondly, I think Board secrecy is very important and having an NDA. But do you share it with the Council 
afterwards? 
 
BC: I think yes, because this is in the best interest of the Local Group. Holding onto this would be an 
omission. If the Board collectively decides to share the information, the NDA is not breached. 
 
LL: In that case, I suppose you vote on a relief of responsibility and you do not release them. 
 
BC: Yes, but I also think you need to take action. 
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LL: Which action? 
 
BC: Suing or sanctioning, but it is still to be discussed. 
 
ELSA Brussels: The previous Board should be sanctioned, and that is why we need transparency. About 
the NDA, not sure about it, because for example in ELSA Brussels, we do not do NDAs, but I make 
confidentiality very clear orally. 
 
BC: I meant it only between Deputies, Directors and Assistants. 
 
ELSA Brussels: In ELSA Brussels, we have some of our Directors within a separate Board.  To sum up, 
we agree we have to sanction the next Board, but to sue is a bit too much. 
 
SP: In defence of our approach, we often focus on rules as law students, but in our transparent approach 
we also focus on the social aspect. The Deputy may leak it and we may be unable to prove it. 
 
ELSA Brussels: The reputation of the Local and National Group is also important. Being transparent and 
dealing with it in the most diplomatic way is very important. Be transparent with the problem and how you 
deal with it. 
 
LL: Maybe use a symbolic euro as a sanction and a restriction to be a part of the local Board in the future. 
For the NDA, we understand your approach, but Board secrecy is very important. the NDA creates an 
incentive not to leak information.  
 
BC: I think all approaches are good. It depends on the Board. Maybe suing is a bit too much. Important 
to make sure the Deputy is happy.  
 
ELSA Gent (OD): How are you going to enforce the transaction against the previous Board? 
 
BC: Mostly bluffing.  
 
ELSA Gent (OD): Would this work? 
 
BC: I think this would work. 
 
 
Chair closes the workshop at 13:07. 
 
There wasn’t time for Group 7’s presentation. Here is Group 7’s presentation: 
 

Riddle 12. You begin to notice that your Board has been losing its motivation. What do you do? 
 
First, we believe it is important to understand the reason why the Board has been losing its 
motivation. For this it would be good to speak to each person individually and/or in team to address 
certain issues that arise. If there is a specific reason for the lack of motivation this should be 
addressed accordingly. 
 
Next, it is always important to work on the ELSA spirit. This can be improved by organizing 
teambuilding’s or small get-togethers with your Board throughout the year. An extra challenge last 
year and this year as well is the COVID-19 situation, which makes it more difficult to organize fun 
activities for your Board. It would be a good idea to work on some fun online alternatives in order to 
ensure frequent contact between Board Members. 
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Lastly, but certainly not less important, as president it is important to show your motivation and 
enthusiasm which will (hopefully) lead to your team being equally motivated. 
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12:00 - 13:00 
 
External Relations 
 
Participants’ list: 
 

Brandon Cheliotis (BC) 
Mathieu Verhelst (MV)(Chair) 
Yordan Kyurkchiyski (YK) (Secretary) 
Yoana Ivanova (YI) (Assistant) 
Louka Lacroix (LL) 
Sara Profeti (SP) 
Ruben Van Loon (RL) 
Valentin Badert (VB) 
Axel De Hoon (AH) 
Melissa Sokoli (MS) 
Océane Dieu (OD) 
Loïc Ponnet (LP) 
Nathalie De Kelver (NK) 
Evelyne Van Osta (EO) 
Julia Mierzwinska (JM) 
 

ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Antwerp 
ELSA Brussels 
ELSA Gent 
ELSA Gent 
ELSA Hasselt 
ELSA Leuven 
ELSA Louvain la Neuve 
 

 
   
Chair opens the workshop at 14:12. 
 
BC presents an introduction. 
 
BC: I will send the remainder of cases from the last workshop to those who couldn’t attend and for you to 
try to resolve them. They will contribute to the compilation. Are you generally in favour? 
 
Yoana, Mathieu, Evelyne, Valentin, Nathalie & Loïc Volunteer. 
 
BC holds a presentation on External Relations. 
 
ELSA Gent (OD): So if there is a contact in Namur, it is a National Contact and we need permission to 
approach? 
 
BC: Yes, exactly. 
 
BC continues the presentation. 
 
ELSA Brussels: I understand this is a regulation, but usually we approach orally as we have a lot of Alumni, 
which are now based in certain law firms or institutions. Thus, the discussion is usually informal when they 
approach us and then we just sent the partnership document. There is no proof, so how do we proceed? 
 
BC: This is a very good question. Try to ask the Alumni to send you the information via email. 
 
ELSA Brussels: That's what we are trying to do, but sometimes they are busy and we just send them an 
email until they come back to us. 
 
BC: What I would say then is just to mention the entire communication in the email then. “Dear person, 
per my previous conversation with this person .. I would like to have your information for a potential 
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partnership.” And when you get a response, forward it to ELSA Belgium so we have the whole content. If 
the reply is not enough acknowledging, just insist on it in the next email. 
 
BC continues the presentation. 
 
LL: What do we have to send ELSA International when requesting permission? 
 
BC: Everything you need to send is to ELSA Belgium and you need the following: Location, Website URL 
and detailed reason for contact. 
 
Chair: If the approach is invalidly rejected, can we go to the partner directly or do we have to notify you? 
 
BC: Usually I won’t be rejecting anything, but if I do it would usually be because we would be approaching 
them for the same purpose or any other valid reason. The reason would be carefully explained.  
 
ELSA Brussels: Just to be sure, if ELSA Belgium has an ongoing negotiation and ELSA Brussels wants 
to organise another event, maybe at the same time, but a completely different event, is this a reason? 
 
BC: I am not against working with Local Groups on negotiations. I love collaborating and it is good for 
financial reasons. If I know that this firm is interested in AI, and certain Local Groups are going to do 
events on AI, I am going to approach the Local Groups. 
 
LL: What about ELSA International - if they are ongoing negotiations for the same type of projects? 
 
BC: ELSA Internationals have different regulations - usually we fill out a form. Weronika responds on the 
same day normally and if the regulations are followed, there should not be an issue. 
 
ELSA Louvain la Neuve: Since in our Group, the Marketing team is approaching sponsors, is this a new 
thing? Or did it exist before? I do not have a feeling ELSA Louvain la Neuve was aware of this. 
 
BC: I am trying to tackle this issue, since there is a lot of misinformation and it has not been tackled very 
well. I think this needs to be respected in general, because for years up to now, many Local Groups did not 
follow this, because they did not know about it. This created some issues between ELSA Belgium and 
certain Local Groups, because certain requests were then rejected. 
 
ELSA Leuven: But we are not aware of every partner of ELSA Belgium or ELSA International and last 
year we had an issue contacting a partner of ELSA International. What would we do if this happens again? 
 
BC: You have to be more diligent with International partners. With National Partners it is easy, as we have 
only 2 up to now. For International contacts, if you inform us, we will let you know whether this is possible. 
We would check with ELSA International. 
 
ELSA Louvain la Neuve: If I understand correctly, you said you have LexGo as a sponsor, we also have 
it. Is this okay? 
 
BC: Yes. It is not an issue. I love collaborations with Local Groups. If you are sending us an email, I would 
be able to see your reasons for contacting. If we have other Local Groups with the same reasons, we could 
have a mutual contact. This would give us more visibility and resources. On the Local level, Local Groups 
offer HR. The National level offers HR and visibility and International level gives visibility. Therefore 
National and Local level collaboration would give us more resources.  
 
YI: You can see the more general partners of ELSA International on their website. But still as Brandon 
said, do contact us first. 
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BC continues the presentation. 
 
ELSA Brussels: What should we do if we are approached by an International contact outside of Belgium. 
 
BC: You should provide information and proof to the given National Group. The main idea is discuss, 
make clear that they contacted you and generally there should be no problem. 
 
ELSA Brussels: Is this case on the regulations? 
 
BC: No, it is not. Regulations don’t talk about contacts getting in touch with you and only you getting into 
contact with them. It is a hole in the regulations and I am relying on your good faith. As long as there is 
proof, everything should be fine. 
 
ELSA Brussels: So there are no sanctions for that? 
 
BC: No sanctions. I think the idea behind it is that it is made on the basis of good faith. Contacting an 
institution in another country, compared to contacting a firm in another country is more problematic. This 
is why bigger sanctions apply in such cases. Sanctions are not in the Decision books of ELSA International 
or ELSA Belgium, but if there is a loss from either, damages will certainly be demanded. 
 
VB: If I am not mistaken the procedure is not stated, but the NG could demand sanction and it is unlimited. 
Then ELSA Belgium would be sanctioned (not the Local Group).  
 
ELSA Brussels: I am just saying that it is not stated as last year we were not aware. 
 
BC: What Valentin states is true, that the damages are not limited, because ELSA International or a National 
Group can easily lose more than 3000 euros.  
 
ELSA Gent (OD): Allen & Overy, we had an event at Saint Louis with them. I approached them afterwards 
regarding a sponsorship, and they said they don’t do such (at least on the local level). 
 
Chair: I know one case in which fines were given to a National Group, but do they exist in reality. 
 
BC: It depends on the specific case and countries concerned, but generally it also depends on diplomacy - 
whether countries know each other and what the specific matter is about.  
 
BC continues the presentation. 
 
ELSA Leuven: We are thinking of organising an institutional visit to the Council of Europe. Do we have 
to ask the National Board again? 
 
VB: Yes. You would need to let me know and I would ask the International Board. 
 
ELSA Gent (OD): Could you create a Google Drive for the BEE officers where you would be able to 
share the regulations, etc.? 
 
YK: I think this will be resolved once we have our new Officers’ Portal. All regulations and important 
documents would be posted there. 
 
ELSA Gent (OD): But also for the presentation? 
 
BC: I will put it on the Facebook Group as well. 
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ELSA Gent (OD): I think Facebook is not that secure or professional. We could use Google Drive as it 
is more secure.  
 
BC: I will create one in such a case. 
 
Chair: It is also important to use the Officers’ Portal where a lot of materials are accessible. For presidents, 
who do not have the password, can we give it out? 
 
BC: Yes, you could give it out. It has been the same for the past couple of years. 
 
Chair: Maybe you can share it on the screen so that everyone can see it, 
 
BC presents. 
 
BC: You can also see the password on the Working Materials on the ELSA International Officers’ Portal.  
I can also download them and put on a Drive for you to be easily accessible. Nevertheless, do not neglect 
the Officers’ Portal, as it contains a lot of usual information for Board Members, especially such who did 
not undergo a transition. 
 
BC continues the presentation. 
 
ELSA Brussels: If it is a regional institution like the Brussels Parliament, we have to ask the National 
Group? 
 
BC: Yes. It is important because as a National Group we want to collaborate with institutions. They are 
mostly not interested in working with locals, unless it is a specific topic and specific location. Since they are 
stricter in partnering. 
 
ELSA Brussels: Actually I was talking about Institutional Visits - like visiting the Palais Justice. 
 
VB: The goal is to know what is happening in the Network with National institutions, because if then one 
Local Group made a mess in a certain institution, we need to be aware. 
 
ELSA Louvain la Neuve: So the rule is to ask the National Group? 
 
BC: First it has to go to ELSA Belgium and then you can ask Local Groups in the region too. I know it 
may seem annoying, but we also need to follow regulations. 
 
LL: Because it concerns indirectly the Advocacy Programme, all we need to know is what you are doing 
and since we are planning to contact them anyways, we can always make a comprehensive contact including 
all elements we request. 
 
VB: I think they were talking about Institutional visits more, so there is not much contact.  
 
ELSA Brussels: Is there any reason to say no in such a case? 
 
VB: There is no reason to say no. It is not permission, it is information. 
 
BC: We need to be informed if the institutions have talked with a Local Group, especially regarding the 
Advocacy Programme. 
 
ELSA Brussels: I understand what you are saying and I kind of agree. If ELSA Belgium has contacted  
them first, and then we contact them? 
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LL: Then it is just about information. 
 
SP: What Louka means is that we are going to talk with a lot of the Parliaments and we do not want to 
overwhelm them. 
 
ELSA Brussels: It is just that with us, this is an early thing - we do them every year. But I understand. 
 
BC: Maybe to make it clear, these are two different subjects - Institutional visits should be fairly 
straightforward and distant from the Advocacy Programme.  
 
LL: If it is anything else than Study or Institutional visits then, inform us. 
 
BC continues the presentation. 
 
ELSA Antwerp: Two years ago we went to visit the ECHR and last year the ICC. In that case we should 
have contacted the National VP S&C? 
 
BC: Yes, because otherwise that would have led to sanctions. 
 
VB: For the two institutions you mentioned, “local branch” is tricky. If you have something which mentions 
“european” or “international” you should always go through the ELSA International process.  
 
BC: Also ELSA International is usually very touchy on these types of matters. We had this issue last year. 
 
VB: Last year we had a speaker on a webinar and got an email from ELSA International stating that we 
have contacted an International Institutional Contact. In all such cases, go through the International 
process. 
 
ELSA Brussels: I think this may be a bit exaggerated. Sometimes the speaker talks solely about their 
experience. If we have to contact every time we have workshops, we would have to write emails every week. 
 
VB: I agree. If the person has worked in the past this is not a problem? 
 
ELSA Brussels: But if they currently work? 
 
VB: Firstly, we need to clarify we are talking only about institutions and not firms. Generally, I agree. It is 
a bit exaggerated when it comes to the speaker, but if you do not want your event to be shut down, do it. 
 
BC: I agree. 
 
Chair: ELSA International cannot bind Local Groups, but they come to us if there is an issue. 
 
ELSA Brussels: Regarding our WELS, we contacted an EU institution before permission. We clarified 
this and got permission. But now we have a potential speaker from the University of Montreal, do we have 
to ask for permission again? 
 
VB: Yes, it is outside of Europe, so it is an International Contact. 
 
BC: They are taking diplomacy seriously, so there should be no issue. But if the speaker is from a law firm 
too, try to spin it in order for it to fall under External Relations. I am not sure whether this is possible? 
 
VB: It is not in the regulations, but if your speakers are from something EU or International, ELSA 
International becomes a lot more touchy than if your contact is from the University of Montreal for 
example.  
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ELSA Brussels: So actually we have to send an email for every speaker, especially considering we are in 
Brussels. 
 
VB: In the contact approval form you can put an excel sheet with as many contacts as you want. Try to 
include as many potential speakers at once.  
 
BC: I would propose we end this workshop now and we delay the next part of this workshop until the end. 
 
Chair closes the workshop at 15:33. 
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14:00 - 15:30 
 
Advocacy Programme 
 
Participants’ list: 
 

Brandon Cheliotis (BC) 
Mathieu Verhelst (MV)(Chair) 
Yordan Kyurkchiyski (YK) (Secretary) 
Yoana Ivanova (YI) (Assistant) 
Louka Lacroix (LL) 
Sara Profeti (SP) 
Ruben Van Loon (RL) 
Valentin Badert (VB) 
Axel De Hoon (AH) 
Melissa Sokoli (MS) 
Océane Dieu (OD) 
Loïc Ponnet (LP) 
Nathalie De Kelver (NK) 
Evelyne Van Osta (EO) 
Julia Mierzwinska (JM) 
 

ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Antwerp 
ELSA Brussels 
ELSA Gent 
ELSA Gent 
ELSA Hasselt 
ELSA Leuven 
ELSA Louvain la Neuve 
 

   
Chair opens the workshop at 15:33. 
 
BC, LL, RL & SP  hold a presentation on the Advocacy Programme.  
 
BC: I know it is hard to find people who are good in Marketing, but it would be great if you could send 
someone who would represent your Local Group in this advocacy programme. They would make sure the 
opinions of your Local Group are represented, but at the same time that would easen communication and 
you would also be able to use this in professional terms - in your CVs, interviews, etc. Present this to your 
Local Groups and we would greatly appreciate any interest. 
 
ELSA Leuven: I am going to propose this to my Board, but is the workload maintainable alongside being 
a Member of a Local Board. 
 
LL: If the person is a Board Member, they already have work for you. That's why I would propose you 
promote it more amongst Directors and Assistants. I would also be assisting them. And generally the more 
people we have, the less the workload is going to be. 
 
LL, RL & SP continue the presentation. 
 
BC: The idea is to try to find solutions for these issues from the perspective of a law student association. 
Have you heard about another law students’ association doing something like this? 
 
ELSA Brussels: We at ELSA Brussels planned a “Spring for Justice”. 
 
BC: Let me rephrase. Have you heard of any law students association doing this on the national level? We 
are doing something which has not been done up to now on such a scale. 
 
ELSA Antwerp: We are also doing a presentation regarding an analysis of the corona measures.  
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LL: I am very interested to visit these events of yours to learn more. ReMember, this is a new market. If 
you are getting in touch with any businesses, let them know we are creating guidelines. 
 
BC: What is also important to mention is that if ELSA Brussels and ELSA Antwerp are doing events on 
these topics, we can collaborate. I am going to put a form on our Group for you to choose amongst the 
possible topics and choose to participate. 
 
LL, RL & SP continue the presentation. 
 
Chair: Do you want to topic 4 directly to students? I think during Corona, the topic is overarching and 
students are not the most important element. The whole society is losing their jobs. 
 
LL: You are right, but we already had to narrow down, as our resources are limited. If a lot of Local Groups 
want to focus on the whole market, we would take it into account. But the market is still very wide and 
would be hard to capture. Local Groups, bear in mind that this topic and the one before are interrelated 
and if you choose one, we can work on them as one topic. 
 
BC: I agree with Louka that we have to narrow it down. Since we are students and we do not have enough 
contacts with the professional world yet, we need to focus on things that we are able to specialise in. If we 
go beyond our guidelines it might be flawed. 
 
RL: I agree with the fact that we have to narrow it down. Now that we have a liberal prime minister, they 
would be busy with the general job market anyway. If we focus on the students, we could really make a 
change.  
 
SP: If students don’t advocate for themselves, no one is going to do it. Especially considering how 
endangered law students are on the market. 
 
LL: From the intervention of Ruben, because of our different roles - he would direct things about the 
political aspect. Be conscious of these differences, when motivating people to join us. 
 
BC: By understanding the politics in Belgium, we are able to know our limits so that we remain apolitical. 
 
LL, RL & SP continue the presentation. 
 
LL: We can collaborate with other NGOs focusing on these issues too. 
 
LL, RL & SP continue the presentation. 
 
LL: I just wanted to add that despite that restriction of movement may seem less crucial, we need to be 
cautious that we have the STEP as a project and it is very important there. Moreover, collaboration with 
ELSA International would give us international exposure and visibility. 
 
LL, RL & SP continue the presentation. 
 
SP: This topic is actually extremely interesting, because we would get input from International and 
European Institutions.  
 
LL, RL & SP continue the presentation. 
 
BC: Something that we started last year, is also to try to work within the creation of contact-tracing apps 
in order to make it more accessible, especially from the perspective of human rights. 
 
LL, RL & SP continue the presentation. 
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LL: Could we by a vote see whether everyone is in favour of following up on the topic of contact-tracing 
apps, as well as resharing the information in their Groups. 
 
Chair: We can use reverse procedure for this matter. 
 
Everybody is in favour. 
 
Everybody is also in favour of resharing it on their facebook Groups. 
 
SP: Following up on this topic in light of our guidelines from last year would allow us to keep it relevant. 
Also, we can collaborate with our professors and universities on this. 
 
LL, RL & SP continue the presentation. 
 
ELSA Antwerp: ELSA Antwerp will appear on the national newspaper today and on national television 
tomorrow and I will see whether I can do something regarding the programme. 
 
LL: If you could check for contacts, that would be amazing. 
 
LL, RL & SP continue the presentation. 
 
BC: In terms of contacts, that is something that we could talk to further as well. 
 
Chair closes the workshop at 16:38. 
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15:30 - 16:30 
 
Expansion 
 
Participants’ list: 
 

Brandon Cheliotis (BC) 
Mathieu Verhelst (MV)(Chair) 
Yordan Kyurkchiyski (YK) (Secretary) 
Yoana Ivanova (YI) (Assistant) 
Louka Lacroix (LL) 
Sara Profeti (SP) 
Ruben Van Loon (RL) 
Valentin Badert (VB) 
Axel De Hoon (AH) 
Melissa Sokoli (MS) 
Océane Dieu (OD) 
Loïc Ponnet (LP) 
Nathalie De Kelver (NK) 
Evelyne Van Osta (EO) 
Julia Mierzwinska (JM) 
 

ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Antwerp 
ELSA Brussels 
ELSA Gent 
ELSA Gent 
ELSA Hasselt 
ELSA Leuven 
ELSA Louvain la Neuve 
 

Chair opens the workshop at 17:00. 
   
BC: I would not be giving this workshop today. Instead I would include some questions in the State of the 
Network and I would encourage everyone to answer those. The goal of having these questions is to include 
some quality standards within our expansion. Expansion is not only about having more Local Groups, it is 
also about making sure that each local group is fully sustainable and reaches its highest potential. . 
 
BC moves the topic of Expansion to the State of the Network Enquiry. 
 
BC: I would also like to encourage you to evaluate your projects on the basis of the Boston Consulting 
Group (BCG) Matrix. It is one of the many mechanisms used to evaluate the quality standards of your 
projects. 
 
Chair closes the workshop at 17:08. 
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17:00 - 18:00 
 
Strategic Goals 
 
Participants’ list: 
 

Brandon Cheliotis (BC) 
Mathieu Verhelst (MV)(Chair) 
Yordan Kyurkchiyski (YK) (Secretary) 
Yoana Ivanova (YI) (Assistant) 
Louka Lacroix (LL) 
Sara Profeti (SP) 
Ruben Van Loon (RL) 
Valentin Badert (VB) 
Axel De Hoon (AH) 
Melissa Sokoli (MS) 
Océane Dieu (OD) 
Loïc Ponnet (LP) 
Nathalie De Kelver (NK) 
Evelyne Van Osta (EO) 
Julia Mierzwinska (JM) 
 

ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Belgium 
ELSA Antwerp 
ELSA Brussels 
ELSA Gent 
ELSA Gent 
ELSA Hasselt 
ELSA Leuven 
ELSA Louvain la Neuve 
 

   
Chair opens the workshop at 17:08. 
 
BC holds a presentation on Strategic Planning. 
 
BC: Does anybody have an example as to how you can reach financial sustainability? 
 
ELSA Brussels: Having more partnerships or doing more events with partners, asking for grants. 
 
BC:  Those are all great examples, but it is important to be specific when it comes to strategic planning and 
create a time schedule. 
 
BC continues the presentation. 
 
BC: Until 17:30 I would like to do a roundtable about what is going on in the Belgian Network, talking 
about struggles, inter-local Group collaborations, etc. Axel and I talked about an idea we had for masks. 
Axel, I’ll leave you the floor.  
 
ELSA Antwerp: Brandon came up with the idea that we could get general ELSA masks and that we could 
collaborate on this. 
 
BC: If you are interested, text me. We could do a national partnership with the company which is creating 
masks. We are able to give visibility all around Belgium. Based on the number of interested Local Groups 
we could buy the masks wholesale. 
 
ELSA Antwerp: And it does not have to remain only with masks. We can also collaborate on things like 
pins. 
 
ELSA Louvain la Neuve:  I really like the idea to buy things together in order to get better prices, but we 
are thinking about another design for the masks. I don’t know if you would like to get a united design? 
BC: I think discussion is most important. If you have a design idea, don’t hesitate to share it with us.  
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LL: Is it about the colour of the masks, ELSA Louvain la Neuve? 
 
ELSA Louvain la Neuve: We have a specific company that will make them for us. I also think a darker 
colour of blue would better reflect ELSA. 
 
BC: For how much would you have those? 
 
ELSA Louvain la Neuve: 6 euros. 
 
BC: This is why collaboration is important in terms of pushing the price down. 
 
LL: As long as the masks are blue and they are not too modified, they are going to be fine. 
 
ELSA Brussels: We also thought of masks, but we wanted them black with a white logo and written 
“Brussels”. I don’t know if it is possible to have different models. 
 
BC: I think the first important step is forming a Group of the interested parties and list the particularities 
of each Local Groups, seeing how we could negotiate and demand them. So now the real question is to 
determine which Local Groups are interested in collaborating on this and discussing it further. I think the 
first step would be discussing the masks and then we could move on to another collaboration in terms of 
marketing materials.  
 
BC continues the presentation. 
 
Chair: I think I can maybe find a solution for a supplier that would create different things for different 
Local Groups but still retain the wholesale pricing. This would be through another organisation I am also 
a part of - OSD. As we are a student organisation, we could apply to a specific place. I could also act as a 
contact. 
 
BC: I think this is something that we have been missing inter-local Group collaboration. For those 
interested in discussion about this, if you could indicate.  
 
ELSA Brussels: However, every Local Group does not have the same economy. For example in ELSA 
Brussels we do not sell our Marketing Materials, but we give it for free.  
 
BC: In my opinion in this collaboration, the beginning would be discussion and the ending would be 
receiving the materials. What you do afterwards with them, depends on you. 
 
ELSA Louvain la Neuve: When would the discussion be, as we planned to start now and have masks 
quickly. 
 
BC: We could start as soon as possible. I could make a Group and then we would proceed with the different 
steps. Worst case scenario would begin next week.  
 
ELSA Louvain la Neuve: I think this is something for my Marketing Team, as they are really involved. I 
want them to join the discussion. 
 
BC: Collaborations with Local Groups are risky, but the idea of trying and seeing where it takes us, is the 
best approach. I’m sure you can show the benefits to your Marketeers. You can tell them that we would 
see where this collaboration takes us in terms of price reduction and general collaboration. In the end it is 
about seeing where it takes us. 
 
ELSA Louvain la Neuve: Can I bring our marketeer to the meeting. 
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BC: I think the first step would be creating the Group and then we would look for offers. After we get first 
offers and have a general discussion, we would include marketeers more. I don’t know if there is a better 
approach. 
 
YK: I would suggest each Local Group discusses it internally prior to the general discussion. 
 
BC: I completely agree. I think that we can set a deadline for internal discussions? 
 
ELSA Leuven: I think tomorrow or this weekend maybe? 
 
ELSA Louvain la Neuve: We have a meeting this Friday. 
 
ELSA Brussels: For us it will depend on the closure of our university. 
 
BC: I would then set it for Sunday at 23:59 CEST. Monday morning I will create the Group. Then we can 
start the discussion about the different market options. Maybe we could talk about our struggles? 
 
ELSA Louvain la Neuve: We have had serious struggles with room-booking. We wanted to host the 
BKAM-BSAM, but it is now impossible. 
 
BC: Who pays for rooms? 
 
ELSA Leuven: In Leuven it depends on the capacity. 
 
BC: I would advise that solidarity is very important. If you could outsource and try to get other Local 
Groups involved it could lowers costs. Do not consider yourselves as alone as a Local Group.  
 
Chair: On this note, Local Groups are working together more than ever. This Network is growing together. 
Seeing Local Groups working together is amazing. We can really utilise this in order to ensure that this 
Network is as big as possible in a couple of years.  
 
BC: I am sad, we could not do the External Relations simulations. If you would still like to do these, let me 
know. Also make sure to go through the powerpoint! 
 
BC expresses thankfulness to the Workshop Officers, Participants and the Organising Committee of the III NPM Brussels. 
 
Chair closes the workshop at 18:02. 
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Post - III National Presidents’ Meeting 

 

Riddle me this - Remaining Board Management Cases 

Riddle 1. You discover that a former board member has done some shady business and money 
laundering with the association money. What do you do? 
 
If the board member has not yet been discharged, it allows me to react to what he has done by not voting 
for his discharge.   
 
If the member has already been discharged, I put this item on the agenda for the next meeting. This will 
lead me to take into account the mistakes made in the past and to find solutions so that this kind of 
action is no longer possible (for example, create a position of finance director, which allows me to check 
the treasurer's actions...). 
 
In addition, and in any case, I suggest that the member in question come and explain himself in front of 
the whole board. This will allow us to have his point of view on this subject but also to know if an 
amicable solution can be found.  
 
Our management focuses above all on an exchange of ideas and the search for solutions that suit 
everyone in order to avoid conflicts and avoid situations like this. 
 
Solved by Fanny Royen - ELSA Liège 

 

Riddle 2. Your board member gives you an ultimatum. You follow his opinion or else he/she 
leaves the board. What do you do? 
 
Firstly, I take the time to listen to him/her and see if it is possible to find a solution that satisfies both 
parties. If the contentious issue does not allow a compromise to be found, I submit the question to the 
next meeting to see which opinion the majority of ELSA Liège votes for.  
 
Secondly, I am as humble as possible. It can happen that I may be wrong about certain things, which is 
why I make a point of always asking the board's opinion when I have to make an important decision.  
 
Thirdly, if that member wishes to leave the board, I will respect his or her choice. I would rather have 
him/her leave the association than have a negative person who is no longer motivated and who no longer 
collaborates in a motivated way in our projects.   
 
Our management focuses above all on an exchange of ideas and the search for solutions that suit 
everyone in order to avoid conflicts and avoid situations like this. 
 
Solved by Fanny Royen - ELSA Liège 

 

Riddle 3. Your board member resigned and sent a hateful email about the board to the other 
local presidents. What do you do? 
 
If I have to deal with such an email, I will ask myself one question: do I have something to reproach 
myself for in relation to what is expressed in this email or not?  
 
(1) No: if this member has sent a hateful email that presents facts distorted from reality, I will take the 
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liberty of answering it and sending an email back to clear myself of any criticism that seems unjustified. 
It seems important to me to express my vision of the facts because this email seems unfair.  
 
(2) Yes: if this hateful email relates to elements that I need to improve, I will put it on the agenda of the 
next meeting. This will allow me on the one hand to apologize for having this element discussed and on 
the other hand to take it into consideration to improve my management of the team.  
 
Our management focuses above all on an exchange of ideas and the search for solutions that suit 
everyone in order to avoid conflicts and avoid situations like this. 
 
Solved by Fanny Royen - ELSA Liège 

 

Riddle 4. Your board member is doing a very bad job. How do you handle it? 
 
I would ask this board member to have a private conversation with me and tell him that he is doing his 
job in an incorrect way. I would then explain what I expect from him or her. If he or she keeps doing a 
bad job, I would tell him that he has to change his way of working or leave the board. 
 
Solved by Loïc Brasseur - ELSA Brussel 

 

Riddle 6. Two of your board members and close friends are fighting. How do you handle the 
situation without losing your friends? 
 
I would try to ask another board member, someone who is not as close to these friends as I am, to 
mediate. If this person fails to resolve the problem, I would try and mediate myself. Real friends will 
understand that I want the best for them and that they don't have to be mad at me for getting involved, 
since it is my job to keep the board together? 
 
Solved by Loïc Brasseur - ELSA Brussel 

 

Riddle 8. Your board member causes conflicts across all areas of business. He/she refuses to 
make compromises, disrupting the workflow. What do you do? 
 
Someone who is only there to disrupt the harmony, does not belong on the board. He or she would just 
be thrown out of the board as soon as technically possible. 
 
Solved by Loïc Brasseur - ELSA Brussel 

 
 

Riddle 9. Your board member has seized all communication and has stopped coming to 
meetings. You do not know if he/she is coming back. What do you do? 
 
I try to find a third-party that knows the Board member to contact them or get information on what the 
issue is. Meanwhile, I lead a discussion with their department (if they have one) to find out who wants to 
fill the leadership position in the team in the time of confusion. If the VP doesn't come back, we give the 
team leader a Director or Deputy VP position until an LCM is organized. If the person who went MIA 
wasn't a VP, I would assume the responsibility of the position until we open a call to replace the person 
who left. I prepared for this situation before the year started, by reading all the handbooks and asking 
questions to the former board members about the most crucial elements of their position. 

Solved by Alaa Touil - ELSA Saint-Louis 
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Riddle 12. You discover that the reason why a potential partnership fell through is that a board 
member has been acting unprofessionally. What do you do? 
 
The logical thing would be to organize a call with the person in question to inform them of how we 
conduct each other with potential Partners. In this call, a President needs to be firm and serious, without 
giving the Board member any sympathy because it would lead to another similar incident. I would then 
tell them to address a formal apology letter to the Partner that was in question, which would at least heal 
our professional relationship with them a bit.  

Solved by Alaa Touil - ELSA Saint-Louis 
 

Riddle 15. You find out that a board member is talking badly about the board to other people. 
What do you do ? 
 
Taking them apart and explaining that this is an organization, we are not in middle school. If there is a 
problem to address, it should be done between the involved parties only and that is a message that has 
to be addressed to the entire Local Group. If the problem cannot be solved, we will have to reach a 
compromise : act as professionals when it comes to ELSA, nothing more and nothing less. 

Solved by Alaa Touil - ELSA Saint-Louis 
 
 
 

Riddle 16. Two of your board members get into a relationship. How do you address the situation 
? 

1. Firstly, prepare for the moment when issues might arise but avoid sounding like you 
disapprove of the relationship (if you do or if you don’t). This will only make it more difficult 
to address it later when it becomes more pertinent. It is important you board is willing to talk 
to you when it might not end well. 

2. What you can do (if this seems necessary) is ask your board members to separate their private 
life and work life. Which means behaving professionally when working together with the 
board, during activities, etc. As long as this goes well there is no need to further address the 
situation. 

3. If the relationships ends: 
a. Talk to both board members separately to discuss how they feel about continuing 

working together with the other person. This will of course be influenced by which 
positions they both hold in the board. They should still be able to separate private life 
and work life. However, to be realistic, this will not always (or rarely) be the case.  

i. If they have to work closely together this can potentially become difficult. 
Options could be:  

1. Changing the ‘contact person’, maybe in the beginning see if 
someone can (temporarily) 

2. Last resort: In dialogue with both board members, switch a VP role 
with a BM if it clearly is impossible to continue working together. 

ii. If they do not have to work closely together: give both of them some time to 
find a way they can still work together. 

Solved by Evelyne Van Osta - ELSA Leuven  
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Riddle 17. You receive a 50€ fine from the Financial Administration for not submitting your taxes 
on time. You see that this fine predates to the previous board, how do you proceed? 
 
§ Step 1: First of all, it’s important to ask the previous board where things went wrong. It is possible that 
it was not clear to them when they had to submit the taxes. In addition, other causes may also come into 
play.  

§ Step 2: There are two possibilities: either the previous board pays the fine or the current board. It seems 
logical that the previous board will pay the fine because they were responsible to submit the taxes on 
time.  

§ Step 3: Finally, I would talk to the current board. In my statement, I would stress out the importance 
of respecting such deadlines. In this respect, it can be useful to work with a common agenda so that 
everyone knows when something has to be submitted. So, we can try to avoid these problems in the 
future.  

Solved by Nathalie De Kelver - ELSA Hasselt 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Riddle 19. You find out that your board member has not been keeping minutes from meetings, 
nor has updated any administrative documentation (insufficient book-keeping). What do you 
do? 
 
I would ask the specific board member if there’s a reason why he/she didn’t do it. Based on the answer 
given, I would certainly recommend him/her to do his best in the future.  
 
I would point out the fact that he/she has a big responsibility because the minutes of a meeting are the 
legal record of the decisions made by the board.  As far as the missing minutes and the insufficient book-
keeping is concerned, I would try to fill in the gaps as much as possible (together with that board 
member). 
 
Solved by Loïc Ponnet - ELSA Gent  

 
 
 
 

Riddle 20. You start your term and your board member informs you that your statutes haven’t 
been modified for 10 years and that the administrators haven’t been changed for 2 years. What 
do you do ? 
 
Since this is an issue, which is directly related to how the organization is managed, whether on national 
or local level, remedying it would be one of my first priorities. I would discuss with the respective 
Secretary General what are realistic deadlines for re-writing the statutes, any additional supplementary 
regulations as well as the appointment of new administrators. Furthermore, given the workload for this 
task can be overwhelming, I would suggest recruiting an additional director for Internal Management, 
who can help with the drafting. 
 
Solved by Yoana Ivanova - ELSA Belgium  
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Signatures 
 
 
Chair 

 
__________________________ 
            Mathieu Verhelst 
 
 
 
Secretary  

 
__________________________ 
        Yordan Kyurkchiyski 
 
 
 
 
 
 


